We propose a scheme for the compression of tree structured intermediate code consisting of a sequence of trees specified by a regular tree grammar. The scheme is based on arithmetic coding, and the model that works in conjunction with the coder is automatically generated from the syntactical specification of the tree language. Experiments on data sets consisting of intermediate code trees yield compression ratios ranging from 2.5 to 8, for file sizes ranging from 167 bytes to 1 megabyte.
INTRODUCTION
Code compression is useful in scenarios where a reduction in network transmission time, disk load time or memory at run time is desirable. Often the reduction in transmission time or memory size covers the overheads imposed by the need for decompression. Compressors that work on compiler intermediate representations or virtual machine code are a partial solution to the problem of reducing transmission time. The idea of using syntactic information source models for source compression is not new. Cameron [1] , Kourapova and Ryabko [2] , Katajainen et al. [3] and Evans [4] have used context-free grammars for characterizing such sources. Housel et al. [5] and Stork et al. [6, 7] have used abstract grammars for the same purpose. The strings to be compressed are exactly the strings generated by the grammar. It is possible in such cases to exploit the constraints imposed by the grammar in compressing files that obey its syntactic rules. A second approach exemplified by the papers of Cook et al. [8] , Nevill-Manning and Witten [9] , Storer and Szymanski [10] and Kieffer and Yang [11] uses the syntactic description of strings to advantage by designing a universal lossless encoding scheme which infers a grammar from the input string (the grammar deriving only the input string) and then compresses the grammar. The scheme proposed in this paper is a lossless source encoding scheme applicable to a class of sources of the first kind where the output of the source is a sequence of trees rather than a string. There are several applications that require the compression of tree structured data, for example trees representing XML documents [12] , intermediate code trees and so forth. Regular tree grammars [13] are frequently used to specify trees. When universal data compressors are applied to the compression of such data, they may fail to exploit non-local redundancy, for instance the correlation between various parts of a tree resulting from the syntactic rules that constrain its structure. This being the case, it is worthwhile exploiting the idea of having special purpose programs for this purpose. Our aim here is to generate a syntax conscious compressor directly from specifications of the syntactic structure of intermediate code trees in the form of a regular tree grammar. To achieve this we use an arithmetic coder in conjunction with a model that is automatically generated from the specification of the data set. The model is used to generate probabilities that are fed to the coder, whose design is independent of the model. Our compressed code is not interpretable. Thus a decompression phase is required at the receiving end. Arithmetic coding [14, 15, 16, 17] is a well-known technique that achieves a compression rate close to that which is achievable, given the entropy of the source. As the input is compressed or decompressed, the model tracks some context and identifies a probability distribution that the coder uses to encode the next token. Typically for adaptive coders, frequency counts are used to approximate the probability distribution. Markov models use the last n tokens to predict the probability of the next token, where n is a positive integer. If the size of the input alphabet A is |A|, then an order n model uses up to |A| n contexts. Several arithmetic coders using variations of this strategy are currently in use [15, 17] .
The scheme we propose here is applicable to any tree source whose trees are constrained by a regular tree grammar. This grammar is used to generate a static model which can output accurate estimates of symbol probabilities. When used in conjunction with an adaptive coding scheme which also incorporates a dynamic context model, the strategy is found to achieve very good compression. Our experiments on tree data have used lcc intermediate code [18] as a test case and have revealed that the compression rates are very good for both small as well as EFFICIENT STATISTICAL MODELING 477 large files. A special feature that the syntactic model was able to exploit was the ability to naturally correlate the semantic attributes of the object with the token representing the object. A second, more important, advantage is its ability to track arbitrarily distant context in order to make probability predictions. A third advantage is the automatic generation of the model from the regular tree grammar which reduces the inputs required from the user to a minimum.
Section 2 provides some background on the arithmetic coding technique. Section 3 describes regular tree grammars and the construction of the model. It also explains with the help of examples how the syntax is an integral part of the model and indicates how attributes are handled. Section 4 describes our model which is actually a pushdown automaton that works in conjunction with the arithmetic coder. Section 5 gives a short account of previous work in the area. Finally, Section 6 presents experimental results and concludes the paper.
ARITHMETIC CODING
We present a very brief account of arithmetic coding. For a detailed account the reader is referred to [14] . Arithmetic coding processes a stream of input symbols whose occurrences are governed by an underlying probability distribution and converts it into a fractional fixed point number with unbounded precision and restricted to the range [0, 1). This single number can be uniquely decoded into the exact stream of symbols that went into its construction, provided both the encoder and the decoder have access to the same tables of probabilities. In adaptive coding schemes like the one adopted in this paper, the tables can change dynamically; however, it is important to ensure that for symbol i both the encoder and the decoder use the same table, for all values of i. Usually a context sensitive model is used for encoding and decoding. This produces the probability of occurrence of a given symbol in a given order-k context, which, in traditional schemes, is just the sequence of the previous k symbols in the input sequence. A kth-order adaptive scheme maintains context tables for each order ranging from 0 to k. In each table, probabilities are approximated by frequencies of occurrence in that context. An overhead that is inherent in this scheme is that of maintaining the context tables, the number of such tables growing exponentially with k, the order of the model. The a priori table, also called the order-one table, assigns equal probabilities to all symbols.
When encoding a symbol in a given context the following procedure is followed. If a symbol has occurred earlier in that context, the probability of the symbol associated with the entry in that table is used to encode the symbol. If it has not, an 'escape code' is emitted and the context is decreased by one symbol (the new context commonly being referred to as the smaller context); the same procedure is then repeated for the smaller context table. If the symbol has not occurred in any of the sequence of smaller context tables, the a priori probability is used to encode it, following which the frequencies for this symbol are updated in all the tables through which the encoder descended to the a priori table. During decoding, the value of the number and the context uniquely identify a table and an entry; the appearance of an escape code is a prompt to descend to a smaller context table to check for the symbol. If it does not appear at any level, then the a priori probability table is used to yield the symbol. Following this the frequency counts for this symbol in all appropriate tables are updated.
We will abstract the procedures of encoding and decoding by the functions ArithEncode (context, symbol) and ArithDecode (context, symbol) . The first of these reads a symbol, consults a table specified by the context and appends a sequence of zero or more digits to the encoded representation generated so far. The second reads the encoded representation, consults the table specified by the context and outputs a symbol. For purposes of this discussion, the encoded representation is stored in a global data structure which is possibly modified by each call to it.
Our main contribution is to extend these encoding and decoding procedures to trees. The obvious way to go is to linearize the trees. However, we also modify the notion of a context to suit our scheme. As we will observe, the modified notion effectively encompasses the unbounded context. This is useful when we want to correlate parts of the tree which are far apart in the linearized coding but which play an important role in constraining the set of symbols expected at a point. The context we will track is closely related to the parsing sequence for the prefix of the input string we have seen so far; in fact it is a condensed history of the parse. The compression technique is therefore termed P rediction by Condensed H istory (PCH). A similar scheme has been proposed by Evans [4] to compress token sequences in Java and Pascal source code.
The effectiveness of a compression scheme can be expressed in several ways. The compression ratio is the ratio of the size of the input file to that of the compressed file. The compression rate is the ratio of the size of the output file to that of the input file expressed as a percentage. The bits per character is the average number of bits required to encode a character (eight bits long in the uncompressed file) in the compressed file.
MODEL CONSTRUCTION USING REGULAR TREE GRAMMARS
We begin with a few definitions. Let A be a finite alphabet consisting of a set of operators OP and a set of terminals T . Each operator op in OP is associated with an arity, arity(op). 
DEFINITION 3.1. A regular tree grammar G is a four tuple (N, A, P, S) where:
(1) N is a finite set of non-terminal symbols;
is a ranked alphabet, with the ranking function denoted by arity, where T is the set of terminal symbols and OP is the set of operators; (3) P is a finite set of production rules of the form X → t where X ∈ N and t is an encoding of a tree in TREES(A ∪ N); (4) S is the start symbol of the grammar.
A tree pattern is thus represented by the right-hand side of a production of P in the grammar above. A production of P is called a chain rule if it is of the form A → B, where both A and B are non-terminals.
DEFINITION 3.2. A production is said to be in normal form if it is in one of the following three forms:
are all non-terminals and op has arity k; (2) A → B, where A and B are non-terminals;
A grammar is in normal form if all its productions are in normal form. Any regular tree grammar can be put into normal form by the introduction of extra non-terminals. Below is an example of a regular tree grammar in normal form. Arities of symbols in the alphabet are shown in parentheses next to the symbol. EXAMPLE 3.1.
DEFINITION 3.3. For t, t ∈ TREES(A ∪ N), t directly derives t , written as t ⇒ t if t can be obtained from t by replacement of a leaf of t labeled X by a tree p where
We write ⇒ r if we wish to specify that rule r is used in a derivation step. The relations ⇒ + and ⇒ * are the transitive closure and reflexive-transitive closure, respectively, of ⇒.
The tree language defined by the grammar is the set
An X-derivation tree, D X , for G has the following properties.
• The root of the tree has label X.
• If X is an internal node, then the subtree rooted at X is one of the following three types (for describing trees we use the usual list notation):
Regular tree grammars are often ambiguous. Thus several derivation trees may exist for a single subject tree. Figure 1 displays four derivation trees for a single subject tree.
The tree-parsing problem for a regular tree grammar can be described in the following manner:
Given a regular tree grammar G = (N, A, P, S) and a subject tree t in TREES(A), find (a representation of) all S-derivation trees for t.
The reason we introduce the derivation tree here is because the model we will use in conjunction with the coder is a pushdown automaton encoding the parser. The set of all derivation trees for a given subject tree can be constructed by means of a bottom-up strategy similar to that employed in LR parsing [19] . Such a strategy using a postfix linearization of the subject tree is described in detail in [13] . The scheme described here is very similar to that in [13] and we will describe the underlying principle without going into the details of the construction of the model. Any LR parsing sequence is a sequence of shift and reduce moves on the parsing stack. A shift move shifts the next input symbol on the stack. A reduce move replaces the righthand side of the production appearing on top of the parsing stack by the left-hand side non-terminal of the production. Parsing is complete when the string is reduced to the start symbol of the grammar. The contents on stack at any point in the parse are called viable prefixes and the set of all viable prefixes for a given context free grammar is known to be a regular set [19] . This fact is made use of in LR parsing. The state representing the stack contents indicates, at each step, whether a shift move or a reduce move is to be performed and, if a reduction is called for, which production is to be used. Thus parsing is deterministic and can be performed in time linear in the length of the input. At each shift state, of the finite-state machine, there is a set of symbols that is legal at that point in the parse. This is usually a subset of the alphabet set of the grammar. Reduce states do not consume any input and merely modify the contents of the parsing stack.
The model we propose here is a generalization of the LR automaton to work for trees specified by a possibly ambiguous tree grammar. It will have shift and reduce states; a shift state will consume an input symbol. A reduce state will reduce by a set of productions all of which are legal at this point. The fact that the tree grammar is in normal form allows us to adopt this parsing strategy. The adaptation of the LR parsing strategy for ambiguous tree grammars is not the focus of this paper as it has been described in [13] . Our focus here is the use of the automaton that recognizes sets of viable prefixes as the model to be used in conjunction with an arithmetic coder. We therefore assume for the sake of simplicity that we are dealing with an unambiguous regular tree grammar. The observations and analysis remain unchanged even if the grammar is ambiguous, as the model satisfies all the required properties.
By an X-derivation tree we mean a subtree of a derivation tree with root labeled X. Let n be any node in a tree t. A subtree t i is said to be to the left of node n in the tree, if the node m at which the subtree t i is rooted occurs before n in a postorder listing of t. t i is said to be a maximal subtree to the left of n if it is not a proper subtree of any subtree that is also to the left of n.
If α is any string of terminals and non-terminals, term(α) gives the sequence of terminals in α from left to right and non-term(α) gives the sequence of non-terminals. We now define the top left context for a particular symbol. The top left context combines static information, i.e. that inferred from the grammar, with dynamic information, i.e. that which depends on the particular input sequence that is being parsed. This can be used instead of the k-symbol context used by an arithmetic order k coder to considerably refine the set of symbols expected at a point. (1), (2) and (3) Thus the top left contexts capture the structural contextual conditions within which a symbol can occur. When viewed as a string grammar with the string representing a pre-order traversal of the tree pattern on the right-hand side, the regular tree grammar is a context free grammar. Two properties of this grammar are useful to us for the task at hand.
(1) The set of all top left contexts is a regular set. (This is analogous to the well-known result that the set of all left contexts for a context free grammar is a regular set. In fact crucial use is made of this fact in LR parsing.) (2) All viable prefixes induced by any input string representing a prefix traversal of a tree are of the same length. Recall that the grammar is, in general, ambiguous and therefore a given input string may induce more than one viable prefix. (The set of viable prefixes induced by an input string corresponds to different derivation sequences.)
Proofs of both these observations for a post-order traversal are in [13] and modifications for the pre-order traversal are trivial and are omitted here. However, we concentrate on a few important consequences of the above observations. The first consequence is that given any input string representing a top left context up to some node, the string leads to some state of a deterministic finitestate automaton recognizing the sets of top left contexts (equivalently, viable prefixes). The set of input symbols expected at this state is usually a small subset of the set of input symbols. Thus the probabilities of these symbols can be more accurately predicted than if we relied on the symbol contextual information provided by an arithmetic coder.
The above properties also lead us to another piece of information that is available, which is the contents of the parsing stack. This is the path taken by the automaton, corresponding to the set of viable prefixes, and it depends on the source sequence being parsed. This sequence of states serves as a dynamic context which augments the static information contained in the state. The dynamic context is determined only after all the reductions have been made and the state on the top of the stack is a shift state. We also observe that, even if the input regular tree grammar is ambiguous, parsing is accomplished in time linear in the length of the input string [13] . Since our compression and decompression algorithms involve changing the state of the model in the manner that a parser would, a constant number of operations per symbol consumed is guaranteed.
We illustrate the procedure with a small example. Consider intermediate code that is described by the tree grammar in Figure 2 .
(These are a subset of lcc [18] 
The intermediate code and its derivation trees corresponding to the source statements
according to this tree grammar are shown in Figures 2  and 3 along with the pre-order linearizations of the subject trees. In the figures, the tree on the left-hand side is the intermediate code tree, and the tree on the right-hand side is the derivation tree. The prefix listing shown below the subject tree is the sequence of tokens presented to the arithmetic coder. Consider the tokens underlined in each linearized sequence. Ignoring attributes (shown in lower case) for the time being, we see that the order-four context using an arithmetic code for the underlined token is different for the two sequences. The order-four contexts used by the finite context model are ASSIGNI4 ADDRLP ADDI4 INDIRI4 and INDIRI4 ADDRLP ADDI4 INDIRI4. However, the order-four context in our model is the sequence of states that correspond to the string ASSIGNI4 lval ADDI4 INDIRI4 for both sequences. This illustrates that in some cases distinct states of the finite context model correspond to a single state of our model. The syntax of the language indicates that there is no need to distinguish between this pair of 4-symbol contexts as the set of 'futures' for both these strings are identical.
The example above illustrates the idea of state merging whenever futures are identical. The next example illustrates the phenomenon of state splitting whenever past condensed histories are different. Consider the two source code statements , where R p is the sequence representing the root operators of the previous few trees. We use the root operators of previous trees as a context because, after observing the symbol ']' the stack just contains the nonterminal stmt. Let R represent those terminal symbols which can be root operators of trees. The symbols expected in the first case are from the set {INDIRI4, ADDI4, ADDRLP} and the symbols expected in the second case are from the set R ∪ {eof}. The sets of symbols observed from these two dynamic contexts are disjoint. Since separate tables are maintained for both these contexts in the PCH case, the probability estimates are more refined, leading to smaller codes. 
THE PCH ENCODING AND DECODING PROCEDURES
We now show how the parser can be interfaced with the arithmetic coder using the functions ArithEncode and ArithDecode, assuming that the encoded representation that is modified by both the functions is stored in a global variable. The functions PCHEncoder and PCHDecoder (see Figure 6 ) use a function getcontext() which will be described later. The function getcontext(S, k) converts a sequence of states on the stack to a context. Also, if c = getcontext(S, k) then the smaller context of c is getcontext (S, k − 1) . If the number of elements n on stack is less than the order k of the model then the context w 1 w 2 is a concatenation of two strings w 1 and w 2 . The first of these is a concatenation of the root elements of the previous k − n trees (with the latest root appearing last) and the second is the stack contents read from bottom to top. If the number of trees previously seen is less than k −n, then dummy elements are used to pad the context. If the number of elements on the stack is greater than k then the suffix of length k of the stack contents read from bottom to top is taken as the context. The justification for prefixing the root elements of previous trees to the context is that there is often a correlation between neighboring trees. For example, when we represent a function call such as foo(a + 1, b − 1) by a forest of trees, there are three trees; the first two trees correspond to passing of argument values and the third tree is the tree corresponding to the function itself. In cases such as this, when a few trees that correspond to the passing of argument values are observed, the encoder can expect a function call tree to follow.
Handling of attributes
The basic model described in Section 2 can be used to assign probabilities for the various symbols that appear as nodes in a tree. In general, many nodes in code trees have attributes associated with them. These attributes may correspond to variable names, constant values and label names. For example, in Figure 3 the three ADDRLP nodes have attributes a, b and c. With a little modification, the model proposed in the earlier sections can be used to predict the attribute values as well.
The type information is lost in low-level intermediate code and can be learnt adaptively. For example, if the data type of the parent of an ADDRLP node is an integer, we know that the attribute of the ADDRLP node must be a variable of type integer. If the operator leads us to an integer variable, the probability of occurrence of one of the integer variables that is already observed is increased. If a new variable is encountered, it is added to the set of likely candidates that may be seen as integer variables. The dynamic context used for encoding the attributes is a concatenation of four different components. The components are:
• the state on the stack corresponding to the node whose attributes are being encoded as explained in the previous subsection;
void PCHEncoder(A, order) /* A is the array which contains the sequence of input symbols to be compressed*/ { q = q0; /* q0 is the initial state of the deterministic finite state automaton that controls the parser */ initialize the stack; i = 0; • a tag to specify the function which is being parsed; this marker is necessary because many of the attributes are local to a function; • a tag used to indicate the type of the attribute; attributes usually are variable names, label names, constant values, procedure names, etc.-there is one tag for every primitive data type, one for constants of all types, one for labels and one to indicate a new procedure definition;
• the prefix that has already been scanned of the string corresponding to the attribute that is being observed. the next letter d are:
• the state reached by the automaton corresponding to the path ASSIGNI4 lval ADDI4 INDIRI4 ADDP4 LSHI4 ADDRLP4 • the tag foo to indicate the function to which index belongs; • the tag I4 to indicate the type, a 4 byte integer;
• the string in which corresponds to the part of attribute that has already been observed.
The four components above are concatenated to produce the dynamic context used to estimate the probability of the next symbol (which is d in this case).
RELATED WORK
The initial work on syntax directed compression was conducted by Contla [20] who used a coding technique equivalent to compressing the abstract syntax tree for the code. He reported compression rates of around 44%. Katajainen et al. [3] perform a lexical analysis of the source program and separate its components into syntactic terminals and user terminals (identifiers and constants). They then generate the parse tree and express it compactly in the form of pointers to productions used and pointers into the symbol table. Cameron [1] assigns probabilities to the productions of a context free grammar and uses a parser to convert a source string into a derivation tree. The probabilities assigned to the various productions in the tree are used by an arithmetic encoder to encode the derivation steps. The decoder reconstructs the derivation tree and unparses to get the source. Context sensitive information is handled separately using a symbol table mechanism. Tests on files consisting of Pascal programs with separate symbol tables for variable, function, procedure and type names achieve average compression rates of 13%. Evans [4] has used a scheme similar to the one employed here to compress the tokens of Java and Pascal source files. He has termed the scheme guided parsing. Transitions of the automaton that controls LR parsing are used to represent the input token sequence and this is encoded using an arithmetic coder with the stack contents as context. Attributes or lexemes of the tokens are compressed separately using a separate list for each token type and compressing it using a general purpose compressor. Evans has reported that compression of Java source files has yielded compressed files that are approximately 18% of the Java bytecode file size. Ernst et al. [21] use what they term wire-format for code that cannot be interpreted directly, but needs decompression before use. Essentially they compile trees of virtual machine code, patternize out all literals, form one stream for all patterns and one for containing the literal operands associated with each opcode or group of related opcodes, and compress each stream individually. The resultant compressed files are reported to be as small as 21% of the original size, that is a compression factor of 4.9. A similar scheme has been employed by Pugh [22] to achieve compression factors ranging from 2 to 5 over individually gzipped classfiles. Horspool and Corless [23] use what is called tailored compression of class files and have designed a compression/decompression program called clazz, tailored specifically for Java class files. They observe that the constant pool can be profitably reordered. They similarly perform other transformations and then use a standard compressor to compress the resulting streams, and report compression rates from 35% to 38%. A reimplementation of that strategy [24] yields improved results. Evans and Fraser [25] propose a system that accepts a grammar for programs written using a simple bytecoded stack instruction set, as well as a training set of sample programs. The system transforms the grammar and creates a new grammar which represents the same language but permits shorter derivations of the same string. The derivation under the compressed grammar is the compressed bytecode which is interpretable. The compressed file sizes range from 29% to 42% of the original files. Stork et al. [6, 7] propose abstract syntax trees as a mobile code format and compress the AST of a program using an adaptation of the PPM * [26] compression scheme. They have tested their system on compressing ASTs for Java source code and show that they get substantially better compression than that obtained on class files using the scheme of Pugh and other standard compression algorithms. The compressed file sizes range from 50% to 89% of the compressed sizes obtained by Pugh [28] describe a tool XMILL, which they use for compressing XML documents, that can achieve compressed file sizes that are 50% of the sizes obtained by gzip using user inputs in the form of complex command-line parameters. However, online processing of compressed documents is not possible. Cheney [29] describes an online adaptive XML-conscious encoding based on PPM [17] that compresses up to 35% better than XMILL.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The compression tool was tested on lcc intermediate code generated by the lcc compiler [18] using the 'lcc -S bytecode' option. The code was tokenized by mapping all the tokens to integers in the range 0 to 128 as lcc bytecode uses less than 128 symbols. All whitespace was stripped off during the tokenization and the same tokenized input was fed to all the compressors, with the attribute of every token following the token. The technique used for generating the model is that described in [13] . The syntax-based scheme presented here gives compression ratios ranging from 2.5 to 8. The results of compression using our scheme pch4 (our model used with a stack context of four symbols) are shown in Table 1 (for large files) and Table 2 (for small files). The compression performance using an arithmetic coder of order-four ppm4 [15] , bzip2 [30, 31] and gzip [32, 33] is also shown. The numbers represent the bits per character transmitted in the compressed code. symbols. Therefore, the task of searching for symbols and updating the tables will be somewhat faster than those for the conventional scheme. The compression and decompression times are displayed in Table 3 .
From the experimental results we conclude that the model is quite effective in compressing tree intermediate code.
This suggests that the technique might be extended to the compression of files that are verbose, but have syntactic tree structures, like XML documents [12] . An advantage of this model is that it can be generated directly from syntactic specifications. Future work will concentrate on optimizations to reduce the time and space overheads by precomputing some of the contexts and applying this technique to other types of tree data.
